
Math
1. Find the radius, diameter, and circumference of a pancake.
2. Number of seconds/minutes before first bubble appears.
3. Create geometrical shapes when pouring pancake batter. [Examples: square, 
rectangle, triangle, trapezoid, parallelogram, ellipse]
4. Measure height of pancakes [See Science List Item #6]

Science
1. Use the scientific method prior to the entire process. [Ask ‘what if?’. Supply 
and test hypotheses. Predict. Observe. Iterate.]  
2. Observations of states of matter [Use eyes and/or smartphone/camera.]
3. Observation of evaporation [Use eyes and/or smartphone/camera.]
4. Observation of condensation [Cover with transparent dome/lid. Use eyes 
and/or smartphone/camera.]
5. Comparison of results from different ingredient ratios [ex. if cooking from 
scratch—baking powder, baking soda, flour, eggs]
5. Comparison of results from different ingredients [ex. flour types, two 
leavening agents vs. one, types of sugar, fruit jam, chocolate chips, fresh fruit]
6. Comparison of batter ingredients to results [fluff, height, aroma]

Language
1. Parts-of-speech charts [can be used for writing and reflection of activity]
2. Use smartphone/camera to ‘interview’ chefs.
3. Use smartphone/camera to record a judges’ panel who taste-test pancakes.
4. Pieces of writing: 
-- Prompt: This was my first time cooking a pancake…
-- Prompt: The next time I make pancakes I will…
-- Prompt: During the process of making pancakes, I was surprised that…
-- Do a group interview with the various pancakes ingredients. Pose questions 
like, ‘Which of you feels you are the most important ingredient?’ And ‘What 
did you think of the chef’s preparation? Did he/she overmix or undermix you?’ 
-- Narrate/Explain/Demonstrate on camera the entire pancake preparation 
and cooking process. [Think ‘YouTube video’.]



Sensory
1. Use smartphone/camera to record sounds [ex. sizzle].
2. Use smartphone/camera to record behavior of batter over time segments [ex. 
30, 60, 90, 120 seconds]
3. Flavor comparisons.
4. Texture comparisons [Suggestions: 1. Use the same type of utensil to press 
down, cut into various pancakes. 2. To avoid germs, etc., cut out a small segment 
from a pancake and use it for hands-on texture comparisons.]

Social Studies
Okay, this one’s a little ‘out there’, but why not either try to form a pancake in the 
shape of a country or a U.S. state? Try your hand at pouring out the shape. If 
that’s too difficult, then pour a fairly large one and then cut out the shape from 
the pancake.

Remember: All ‘mistakes’ are edible!

Art
Also a little out there—but using food coloring, use pancakes to illustrate opposite, 
analogous, primary, complementary, and other color schemes. [mini-pancakes 
might work better with this activity.]


